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Abstract
Austrian mystic Rudolf Steiner (1861-1925) devoted a significant portion of speculative
activity to social and economic questions: during the fateful interwar period, he delivered
a number of remarkable lectures on the nature of economics and the physiology of the
social order. He fashioned analyses consonant with the intuitions of monetary reformer
Silvio Gesell and kindred to the institutional narrative of Karl Polanyi, which provided
penetrating insight into the (perishable) nature of money, distribution, and the
fundamental notion of the Gift. His blueprint for social Utopia was the so-called
“Threefold Social Order” whereby three independent systems of collective life
(economy, state, arts & sciences) are conceived to function as a harmonious whole.
Steiner’s contribution to the social sciences, naturally obliterated in our opportunistic
times of ultra-economism’, would deservedly occupy a preeminent place in a general
corpus of heterodox thought that awaits impatiently the demise of modern capitalism’s
unreasoning appetites with a view to refashioning the economy along alternative,
humane, guidelines.
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Introduction
There lingers in the mists of the past age an entire tradition of thought and will
that sought to seduce the hearts of men and women, and come forth as an alternative to
the views prevailing at the turn of the twentieth century. This tradition one may subsume
under the rubric of ‘anarchism’. Anarchism took many forms. Its driving stimulus was
the desire to fashion society in ways which afforded no prevarication upon the will of
individuals. Such a desire was thus liable to manifold interpretations: from libertine
fantasies of carousing parasitism, to reasoned formulations of socio-economic
organization, via more or less destructive manifestations of nihilistic detachment, running
from communal isolationism to a self-confinement of psychological gloom. In one form
or another, several of these anarchistic strains have survived in the present era; that is
especially true of the more chaotic types, which have bred, marginally, in show-biz, the
counter-culture, and the new relativistic fad of contemporary academia, always, all of
them, in a subaltern role (to the new ‘mechanized’ drive of the present era).
Aside from the heroic, but futile opposition to the rise of modern bureaucratic
prepotence, the chief motive accounting for the near disappearance of this motley
tradition is its utter lack of cohesiveness and homogeneity, which, in large measure, is
due to the roaming broadness of its appellation. ‘An-archy’ as opposition to all forms of
order, and discipline –thus a summons to chaos, to committing the releasing infamy
against an insufferable world; but also ‘an-archy’, or rather, “anocracy” as a reasoned
resistance to domination, and centralization of all power (Buber, 1949, p. 43); thus a
school of thought, as worthy as any other, striving to map out ‘the way’ in the conduct of
human affairs along different, more supple paths of knowledge.
Anarchism (from the Gr. -, and , contrary to authority), is the name given
to a principle of theory of life and conduct under which society is conceived
without government –harmony in such a society being obtained, not by
submission to law, or by obedience to nay authority, but by free agreements,
concluded between the various groups, territorial and professional, freely
constituted for the sake of production and consumption, as also for the
satisfaction of the infinite variety of needs and aspirations of a civilized being
(Kropotkin, 1975, p. 108).

It is this particular offshoot of the great academy of insubordination that has
suffered the most from intellectual and cultural ostracism in recent times on account of
its radical and essential antagonism to the incumbent organizational forms of western
society. It is generally associated with the Catalonian sedition of the thirties or the names
of Russian erudite rebels, such as Bakunin and Kropotkin; but there is a less known,
religiously tinted variation thereof, which experienced an ephemeral, but luscious bloom
in Germany during the first three decades of the twentieth century, that is deserving of
being duly re-examined.
Much of this particular production was colored by the rather unique, and often
bloody, episode of the Betriebsräte (Workers’ Councils, or Soviets), which swayed
numerous German cities for a brief interval of time after the debacle of the Great War.
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One such Soviet was indeed proclaimed in Munich, (April 1919) by a group of pacifist
anarchists. It lasted five days, accomplished nothing, and the extravagant evolution of the
Cabinet in its public display of impotence was possibly taken by the township to be a
half-mad fanfare improvised by a troop of baroque Thespians rather than a trial at
responsible administration. Two important protagonists of this theatrical fiasco, its
Finance and Education ministers, respectively, were Silvio Gesell (1862-1930), and
Gustav Laudauer (1870-1919), whose vision, as will be shown hereafter, bore many
affinities to that of another, somewhat different, exponent of this German intellectual
oddity: Austrian Christian mystic Rudolf Steiner (1861-1925).
Improbable revolutionary, and a figure seldom classed among the disquieting
‘anarchists’, Steiner is generally associated with metaphysical investigation and
imaginative pedagogy: a quiet thinker working in the shadow of enlightened magnates.
But the mystic was a knower and teacher whose investigative glance spared nothing.
Indeed, between 1919 and 1922 he elaborated a respectable corpus of reflections on
social and economic themes, which he ardently believed could be enacted without much
delay or administrative friction within the ramshackle confines of what used to be the
glorious realm of the Central Powers. In the feverish vigil to the German capitulation
(Fall of 1918), Steiner managed to submit his social proposals to the attention of the last
imperial chancellor, Max von Baden, and wrest from the latter a semi-committed
assurance to include them in a forthcoming political program of the government. Nothing
came of it. Von Baden vanished as swiftly as he had arisen, closing the door on the
catastrophic epic of the Second Reich, whilst the Socialists enthroned themselves under
the vigilant eye of Woodrow Wilson and the Allied Forces, to govern the no less
catastrophic Weimar Republic, whose sole memorable facilitation was to be the
incubation of Nazism. Allegedly Steiner suffered bitter disappointment from what he
perceived as a missed opportunity of great momentum. Yet, as will appear from the
subsequent discussion, nothing could have been more out of kilt with the times than
Steiner’s reforms. Indeed, they still ring hopelessly visionary to this day, possibly because
our postwar era suspiciously resembles the pre-war one. Uncompromising and stubbornly
opposed to some of the defining institutions and supporting pillars of latter-day financial
capitalism, these ideas drift the further away from conventional economics the more they
seek to approach it by means of similar formulations and common language.
As Steiner himself impatiently noted, his audience repeatedly accused him of
wishfulness and utopianism, to which critique he always retorted that human beings, if
placed within the system he advocated, would be educated to think along different lines,
and thus change themselves. Unsurprisingly, the answer was generally thought
unconvincing: it was the customary impassioned defense of a defeated heretic that had
not reconciled himself to the adversity of the gods. And the times are no less hostile
today than they were eighty years ago. A reflection on the economics of Rudolf Steiner is
not presented herein as a viable, rough-and-ready blueprint for change, but rather as an
invitation to draw from a diverse source ideas in need of elaboration for a comprehensive
plan of reconstruction to be erected on the rubble and ashes of a system that, as Steiner
and many others, anarchists or otherwise, has foreseen several generations ago, is running
maddeningly towards self-annihilation.
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The Threefold Commonwealth
In real life a person today knows little about what a
human being is…It is ridiculous to believe that a
healthy human being could possible not have a
divine origin. A feeling for ‘ex deo nascimur’ is
something that a healthy human being takes for
granted in the course of social life.
(R. Steiner, 2001, pp. 12, 59)

By way of analogy: just as the human organism comprises three tightly
interrelated, but functionally independent ‘systems’ (the metabolic system of digestion,
the ‘head’ system of brain and nerves, and the circulatory system of blood and lungs),
society, likewise, may be construed as a composite body consisting of three conjoined
spheres of activity, namely, a tri-articulation of economics, politics and spiritual
dissipation. Contemporaries struggle with such a conception, for by habituation they can
only suffer to contemplate aggregate life through the facile perception of a one-fold
entity. A century ago, when patriotic affections ran high, the State was, especially for the
German-speaking public, the encompassing whole through which collective interactions
could be conceived. To-day, after national passion has suffered exhaustion through
repeated world clashing, the Corporate Lobby has come to fulfill in the resigned eyes of
the Common Man the institutional role of sovereign caretaker of society. The
encroachment of economics upon the other two spheres is a process that was already
under way at the time Steiner was compiling his observations.
The source of social evil, he believed, comes from the trespassing of one
particular sphere upon the purview of the others. It is as if society becomes
transmogrified by developing in excess one particular system at the expense of the other
two, so much so that the over-swollen organ comes, by tumorous obstinacy, to colonize
and assimilate the other vital centers, and thus create imbalances leading to a variety of
more or less virulent reactions and maladies. A wholesome functioning of the body
economic can only be forthcoming if these spheres can be assured of individual
independence within the network of mutual interdependence that they naturally compose.
The three kernels of the social body: 1) economics should concern itself
exclusively with production, circulation, and consumption of commodities (Steiner,
1923, p. 39); 2) the “Rights-State,” on the other hand, is the sphere that strives to
establish a code of law to shield the dignity of individuals, whereas 3) the domain of the
“Arts and Sciences” embraces all those faculties gathered to ‘nurture the spirit’ (religion,
research and inspired creation). Economics is society’s stomach, in that it procures the
necessary sustenance for the perpetuation of the great social hive; laws and rights manage
the dynamics of inter-relationship, and the spiritual sphere sustains the power of the ego
–the innovative “I.”
As the economic engine of the social anthill has come to rest firmly on the
mechanics of the division of labor, its proper tending seems to intimate that it may
function optimally by burning the fuel of brotherhood, whereas the principle animating
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the legal realm, engrossed as it should be with protecting the rights of individuals, must
be that of equality, and, finally, a blossoming of artistic and scientific expression may
proceed unhampered so long as the spiritual sphere is ruled by freedom (Steiner, 1923, p.
70).
Steiner reaffirms the anarchist belief in self-government and free association of
men along lines of purposeful affinity; in other words, the catalysts of human union and
association, must possess a functional aim: craftsmen unite in guilds, and engineers may
assemble in ‘societies’; consumers, tradesmen, and entrepreneur forms ‘interest groups’
to weigh upon the quality of the commodities they a have a mind to purchase; productive
and farming nuclei should amalgamate on the basis of territorial, climactic and
geographical likeness; etc. These natural ‘attractions’ he proceeds to absorb within the
three broad groups of his basic articulation: again, economics, rights, and arts. This is a
novelty. His predecessors in the tradition of free-thought (Bakunin, Kropotkin or
Landauer) had juggled uncomfortably with the desire of upholding freedom, and the
necessitous concession that some form of ‘archè’ (rule, order) is inescapable in the
common drift of things. They granted that, in the community, ‘order’ must be established
in some form. The ‘old guard’ of anarchism often spoke of ‘institutions’ devoted to
guaranteeing the fluidity of free association amongst the members of the community. The
sphere of the rights in the threefold commonwealth achieves, in theory, precisely this
aim.
The watchful eye of the State is contemplated by Steiner only in so far as it
affords protection of the workers’ rights in the face of economic prevarication. While, on
the one hand, it is understood that politics and governmental meddling should be, as a
rule, excluded from all economic action (the libertarian proviso), it is no less evident, on
the other, that pressure brought to bear on labor remuneration (to reduce it to bare, ‘iron’
minimum), must be repulsed by an agreed charter drafted by the community, under the
tutelage of the sphere of Rights, whose foundation, guiding impulse and function is, as
mentioned, that of establishing equality for all men and preserving their dignity in the
workplace. In the economic domain, workman and entrepreneur produce commodities.
Anarchists, including Steiner, reject the classic theory of value, whereby wages are
computed by way of an arithmetic factoring of spent exertion (this theme shall be
developed in the following section); commodities, which are the collective fruit of
manifold expenditure of physical, mental and spiritual effort, bring in proceeds whose
partitioning ought to represent the critical moment of reward for work. Employer and
employed should divide the monetary counterpart of their good (the remitted price)
between themselves, instead of the latter contenting himself with the hourly minimum
wage, and the former arrogating the sum total, shorn of overhead (we shall return to this
point below). In the traditional capitalist framework, in fact, labor itself becomes a
commodity, paid by the hour. This is the first strident distortion acknowledged by
Steiner, occasioned by the intrusion of economics into the preserve of human rights: it is
one of the most conspicuous instances of institutional trespassing, followed, as it
customarily is, by concomitant aggrievances and the spiritual spoliation of the individualemployee.
In the old days there were slaves. The entire man was sold as commodity…
Today, capitalism is the power through which still a remnant of the human being
–his labor power—, is stamped with the character of a commodity (Steiner, 1923,
p. 29).
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Thus compensation ought to be encoded in the sphere of the rights and enforced
at all time in the other realms, which, by law, indeed, always remain entitled to exercise
autonomous decision (e.g., all children have a right to education, married working
individuals with familial responsibilities, elderly, ill, impaired citizens, etc., are
recognized a right to draw a social dividend from communal production higher that that
issued to a single man in good health).
The economy should operate on the premises of free interaction among
multifarious and pervasive associations. Associations of traders, middlemen, producers
and consumers, possibly subdivided by field, product and competence. Steiner is
confident that only the expert judgment of the parties involved in the very activities
themselves of production distribution, and consumption can lead to a rational
management of the economic system. The state should do no more than enforce the
standards of equality and labor integrity, whereas the arts and sciences are expected to
respond to the beckon of industry to participate in the technical amelioration of the
productive processes, by contributing theory and method, both devised and developed in
full autonomy (guaranteed freedom of art and research).
Whereas democracy must perforce animate the proceeding of the Rights-state,
Steiner remarks that economic direction cannot abide by democratic standards (Steiner,
1985, p. 92). Free initiative should not suffer bureaucratic infringement and
entrepreneurial decision, provided labor is shielded and duly introduced in the
management of industrial enterprise, will evolve in keeping with the exigencies of the
other associations, which deal with one another on a contractual footing. The crucial
implication of this consideration is that within the associative texture of the economic
realm, production will definitely cease to respond to the spasmodic pangs of supply and
demand, but will be canvassed, instead, according to the dictates of the several
associations, whose task will henceforth consist of signaling the punctually arising needs
of the metabolic apparatus to the coordinated ensemble of its constituent organs. This
position is an uncompromising reversal, or better still, a yearning to redress the
imbalance wrought by the economic pollution of rights and spiritual activity. Owing to
the unflagging pedagogical investments of the Liberal School, and those of its late neoAustrian appendage, this unfortunate contagion has hitherto come to be perceived in
popular imagination as a wondrous growth of near-mythological nature, rich in
metaphorical suggestion and materialist superstition (viz., the magic workings of the
Invisible Hand, or ‘the unintended consequences of human interaction on the
marketplace’). Steiner detects no praeternatural agency in the formation of prices on any
particular market place. Fluctuations, shocks, arbitrage, profiteering, and systemic
instability are clear symptoms of an organism running amok, dis-anchored from the
regular rhythm of the neighboring organs. In the modern system, complete collapse,
though perennially courted, is skirted and regularly avoided by maintaining a semblance
of coordination amongst the three spheres, which can never be systematic, but is indeed
chaotic (hence the existence of chronic volatility), and whose cyclical pattern is a
reflection of the rudderless tenure of economic affairs whenever they are left to their own
devices.
The further evolution of economics does require the elimination of profits, but for
the following reason: because they make the production of articles dependent on
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accidents of the market, which the spirit of the age demands be abolished…What
is necessary for economic life is that profits as indicators should be replaced by
groups tasked with establishing rational correspondence between production and
consumption that will abolish accidents of the market. The change from profitindicator to a rational coordination of production and consumption, if correctly
understood, will result in the elimination of the motives that have hitherto clouded
judgment on the issue by removing them to the legal and cultural spheres (Steiner,
1985, p. 97).

Steiner is envisaging a world free of advertising, marketing and speculation. What
needs to be crafted will be communicated to the producers’ corporative associations by
their counterparts in the consumer circles via the counsel of the traders’ agencies –all
steeped in the wholesome teachings of the arts & sciences—, and the sphere of rights and
laws will ensure that the expressed desire is ministered to in a righteous manner.
“Production will be considered from the viewpoint of human needs; it will no longer be
governed by processes that obscure concrete needs through an abstract scale of capital
and wages” (Steiner, 1985, p. 46). For, indeed, capital and employment opportunities
appear to be blindly channeled wherever there emerges the wild opportunity of a
“profitable spread.” In this nervous scramble for ‘returns’, the particular nature of the
funded endeavor is a matter of utter indifference (e.g., Asian currencies, Bulgarian
telecom shares, phosphate, airlines, maize…anything goes —the yield is the goal of the
investing mania) .
Ever more numerous were the people who, as capitalists, no longer knew why
they were amassing capital; ever more numerous, too, were wage earners who did
not know why they were working…(Steiner, 1985, p. 77).

It turns into a game of chance, or cunning foreboding: spotting the dearth of vital
resources in a certain area, and provide them before all rivals at the highest prices (what
the market will bear), or turning the rat race into a game of psychological manipulation
by digging in the recesses of buried desire and unwitting appetites, ‘hooking’ consumers,
and thus dashing once more to sneak through the spread before it closes on all Johnniescome-lately. None of this should come to pass in the threefold commonwealth.
Capital. Per se, says Steiner, capital is not harmful. We must resign ourselves, he
continues, to the fact that mankind can no longer escape the strictures of its discipline –
the division of the labor imposes it, and there is no going back. But the commodification
of labor, to begin with, and all the ensuing ills, encountered in the domains of capital
expansion and operation, stem not from the quality of capital production, but rather from
private ownership thereof. Unlike Marxian socialists, Steiner does not propose the
formation of a giant people’s cooperative designed to take over the management of the
community’s heavy means of production. As conceded by all anarchist thinkers, this
would amount to replacing corporate oppression with bureaucratic slavery: admittedly a
defeat of the rebellion’s noble purpose. What Steiner recommends, instead, is de facto
communal ownership tempered by private stewardship. Plants, machinery and capital
equipment broadly defined belong essentially to the community –they are built with its
savings. The State’s duty is to guarantee that the use of such sophisticated implements
passes into the hands of individuals, or groups thereof, most suited to employing such
tools to the greatest benefit of the collectivity. The recommendation and identification of
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such capable subjects should not, however, be forthcoming from governmental quarters,
but originate, instead, within the confines of the free associations of the arts and sciences
(Steiner, 1923, p. 95).
Hence, for the appointed stewards two streams of income would be obtainable
from the exercise of capital thus administered: 1) proceeds arising from the mere
employment of the means of production (regular yield of industrial capital), and 2) “sums
accumulated through the earnings of personalized labor, spiritual or physical,” that is,
extraordinary monetary gains yielded by the personal exertions of the stewardentrepreneur (Steiner, 1923, p. 100). All, or part of this second source of income,
depending on the attending regulations established by the rights sphere (according to a
logic that is by no means invariable, but may be shaped to adhere to the customs and
ways of any particular community), may be appropriated by the originators of the
technical-organizational innovation accounting for the heightened performance of the
capital entrusted to them. The proceeds accumulated under the first heading amount in
essence to public money that will go to defray communal expenses, and sustain, in
general, the life of the other two spheres. This conception of economic operation thus
contemplates disparity of income. The overall benefit (greater affluence) enjoyed by the
community as a result of the entrepreneurs’ personal contribution to the productive
process is adduced by Steiner as a legitimate grounds for these individuals’ higher
remuneration (Steiner, 1923, pp. 95, 97, 99).
If one person appears to have more income than another, it will only be because
his individual abilities make this more, this ‘surplus’, of advantage to the
community (Steiner, 1923, p. 112).

In order not to constrain the organic development of social interaction with semiarbitrary provisions, Steiner does not wish to prescribe a maximum ratio of surplus
income to average compensation (whereby an entrepreneur could not earn more than four
times the wages of a common worker, as was enjoined, for instance, in Plato’s Laws),
though it is clear, as will be argued in the next section, that allowance of remunerative
inequality can by no reason translate, as the hagiographers of America’s Captains of
Industry have relentlessly suggested for over a century, into the consequent exoneration
of its beneficiaries from social ‘responsibility’. To ancient Greeks great wealth signified
heavy engagements: large patrimonies were naturally subjected to the obligatory
commitment to arm warships and honor the City’s liturgical duties (finance public
ceremonies and theatrical performances): evidently, greater wealth entails greater
collective obligations. This fundamental office is discharged through the act of giving –a
pivot of the Steinerian analysis, which will be duly analyzed hereafter.
No moneyed, or hereditary, dynasty will ever be permitted to thrive and
perpetuate endlessly its cobwebs of privilege within the threefold commonwealth.
Surplus proceeds associated with industrial innovation will be remitted to their lawful
contributor until his death, or, possibly be permitted to be passed on to an immediate
heir; such transfers are to cease immediately thereafter, and be counted thenceforward as
the regular yield of the upgraded means of production, which, at this juncture, will find
themselves in need of new custodians. The new legitimate successors may be nominated
by the former stewards. Should the incumbent mangers fail to designate a competent
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follower, the rights-state will solicit the intervention of ‘spiritual corporations’ for
assigning the custody of capital to suitable candidates (Steiner, 1923, p. 103).
The anarchist’s concern is to see to it that no private owner may come to control
means of production to the injury of the general public: though it is necessary that natural
and human resources be shared and kept in perennial circulation, such a transfer would
ipso facto require ‘proper compensation’ (gebührende Entschädigung) to the remainder
of the population (Landauer, 1976, p. 13). Hence Steiner’s twofold distinction of capital
income.
Thus the injustices wrought by the transmission of bloated inheritances, the
clipping of coupons, the accumulation of compound interest, and the legal remittance of
all forms of unearned income, will not be allowed to fester in a freely tri-articulated
social body.
The harmfulness of the non-working recipient of dividends is not that to a small
degree they diminish the working man’s earnings, but that the sheer possibility of
someone being able to have income without working for it lends an anti-social
aspect to the whole economic body. The economic body that blocks the
possibility to derive income from dividends differs from the one that cannot
block it just as human organisms, too, differ –the one is healthy and impervious in
all areas to invasion of a tumor, the other, through the accumulation of unhealthy
elements, is beset by tumorous growth (Steiner, 1985, p.11).

Modern times are tragic and defiant. Tragic in that a certain degree of dehumanization must be suffered through the discipline of the machine. As mentioned
above, there is no turning back. Steiner concedes that hardly any resistance may be
mustered at this stage of human evolution against the “weakening of one’s immediate
interest in one’s work” (Steiner, 1985, p. 42). Men have grown progressively disjoined
from the essence of daily toil. Drudgery. The nine-to-five routine is appropriately ‘hated’,
and escape is sought. The only foreseeable remedy, says Steiner, can come from a more
intense involvement of the workforce in the doings of the spiritual sphere, and a
heightened protection by the Rights-state. Defiant times in that they constantly strive to
provoke everybody’s wish to remain whole in an never-ending tug-of-war. Vast segments
of the world have, indeed, already let go of the rope, and surrendered (liberals, freemarketeers, methodological individualists, Keynesians, Darwinian nihilists, agnostic
socialists,…). They have already given in to the economic imperative and crowned it as
the legitimate organizing principle of all social manifestations, thereby aggravating
further the atrophy of the artistic and legal spheres. The masses have switched allegiance
from one form of kingship (State) to another (corporate leadership); they are no less
monarchist today than were those of the ancien régime. Economic battles settled by
profit and blood have enthroned corporate raiders as sovereigns.
The unabashed critique of ‘economism’ –namely, the trusting conviction that
economic factors alone spawn the institutions of collective life, and that only an
alteration of such aboriginal economic relations can be expected to effect decisive
variations in the ‘cultural’ sphere(s) of the social body— is a defining trait of anarchist
thought. Liberals and Marxists, otherwise at daggers drawn over the issue of bureaucratic
interference, nevertheless profess with a comparable degree of ardor their credence in the
preeminence of economic action over everything else within the tangle of social affairs.
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People fail to see the real truth:…it is [the] dependence of spiritual and legal life
upon economics that drove humanity into disaster –they yield to the superstition
that one needs only a different variety of legal and spiritual life. They want
simply to change the economic system, instead of recognizing that it is necessary
to end the dependence of the spiritual and legal sphere upon economic forms
(Steiner, 1985, p. 55).

If economics is offered a permanent seat in the legislative assembly, it will
admittedly be expected to bend regulation in directions detrimental to labor and the
environment, for, indeed, the business drive to ‘buy cheap and sell dear’ –equally
practiced by producers, traders and consumers—, by nature, does not acknowledge the
differing rhythms of spheres that are functionally alien to it (Mother Nature, rights and
culture), unless, that is, the Law carefully delimits its radius of operation by
accomplishing, at the same time, a harmonious resolution of the several percussive
patterns of all three social components. Similarly, should culture be surrendered to the
‘corporate ethos’, spiritual energy and artistic talent would find themselves irretrievably
harnessed to commercial expediency, and thereby mutate progressively into marketing,
and advertising –a mutation to which our era has borne ample witness.
Just think for a moment of the kind of relation we have to the world through the
economic sphere. You will easily understand what the relation is if you make
yourselves imagine the possibility of our becoming totally submerged in purely
external social life. If that were to happen, what should we be like? We should be
nothing else but thinking animals. What prevents us from this is that apart from
economic life we have a life or rights –a political life, a sphere of the state— and
a knowledge of the spirit, an earthly spiritual/cultural life. Economic life pushes
us more or less down on to a subhuman level. But precisely through being pushed
down into the subhuman we can at this level cultivate interests that are fraternal in
the true sense of the word (Steiner, 2001, pp. 50-51).

If the economic usurpation ends with the gestation of subhumans, which outcome
is sufficiently discomforting, the fall of mankind, however, does not cease with economic
usurpation. For the legal sphere may itself violate the other two, thus “robbing democracy
of its real foundations” (Steiner, 1985, p. 14). This it has successfully done for millennia,
in a variety of forms, from the early barbarian kingdoms up until the fairly recent
European instances of nationalist and authoritarian regimentation of capitalism. It may
thus happen that negative forces within society could have recourse to a shifting, and
mutually subservient, colonization of the cultural sphere, alternatively by corporations
(economics), and the State, or a combination of both (viz. the current bellicose effort
against Islam waged by the hybrid industrial-military complex: an interfusion of mutually
contaminated spheres – the State by economics, and economics by the State—, holding
the spirit hostage in wielding the ‘war on terror’), to achieve a variety of pernicious ends.
Does Steiner’s imaginary construction resonate with faint Platonic echoes? Is
there room in the anarchist order for Cretan nomophylakes (‘custodians of the law’)?
Though Plato might have logically claimed the purview of the “Rights-State” (the
platonic politeia proper) for his ‘kings’, in Steiner’s tri-articulated commune, these,
presumably, would have peacefully retreated to the free sphere of the arts & sciences of
the, and set out therefrom to codify laws and diffuse initiate knowledge, which, in turn,
stewards of the state, and chief representatives of the free associations would have had
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the task to introduce, apply, and implement in the customary practices of the
commonwealth.
Socrates “went to show,” Xenophon recalls, “that on a ship the one who knows,
rules, and the owner [of the ship] and all the others [on board] obey the one who
knows.” Similarly, Socrates argues, “in farming the landowners, in illness the
patients” and “in training” the athletes send for experts, “those who know,” that
“they may obey them and do the right thing” (I. F. Stone, pp. 12-13).
The “right thing” will be found only through all three independent branches of the
body social, conjointly, in working together for a social end (Steiner, 1923, p.
114).

In the threefold order, the judicial function will be removed from the State
institutions, whose sole task is to legislate, but not administer justice itself. The passing
of judgment should come instead from the inhabitants of spiritual organizations: select
panels of justices could be drawn from “the range of spiritual professions” to serve for a
variable term (to be decided collegially by the three systems) (Steiner, 1923, p. 125).
Finally, the transition to an international league of commonwealths is a foregone
matter: the economic associations of a given regional unit will weave connections to
those of a neighboring zone, thus forming a growing aggregation of free independent
bodies, conducted along the lines of brotherly understanding. National barriers have
become devoid of significance. Jingo, tribal allegiance, clannish rivalry, ‘unreflecting
patriotic flurry’, national jealousies, and racial neuroses, stand by the river bank of
history frittering away like many salt statues, meaningless idols. International trade is
neither meant to be used as a tool of political blackmail, i.e., afforded by opening
markets to exporting countries and holding them to ransom by threatening to close such
markets on a whim, nor should it become of source of cheap imports and exports, whose
impact is a twofold disruption of the native economies. Imported necessities should be
subsidized by those sectors of the economy provisionally yielding more than is demanded
by their basic requirements (Steiner, 1985, p. 63). Dumping and like trade hostilities
would be naturally forbidden by the concerted effort of the associated interests. And all
matters of international controversy affecting the economic health of the various
communities ought to be resolved in a fashion identical to that employed in untangling
similar difficulties that might arise, at the nuclear level, between associations of the same
threefold commonwealth. Likewise in the other social realms: legal bodies of the world
will foster ententes and codify laws in unison, whereas spiritual organizations would
spread and map out alliances across language barriers, along patterns of cooperation and
affinity freely developed in the independence of their own sphere. Such “expansion of
national economies,” says Steiner, “ cannot become a reality unless the economy is
separated from cultural life on the one hand and from political life on the other” (Steiner,
1985, p. 19). Hiding rebuff behind ostensible smirks, the champions of pragmatism,
buttressed by the current drift of the times, have always, then and now, sneered at all
such ideal elucubrations –“impossible fantasies!” they jeer. And paying homage to that
eternal tenet of conservatism –misanthropy—, they forever rebuke: “Being human nature
what it is…”
And the Austrian mystic would not desist.
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[The] desire for profit is not a fundamental aspect of human nature. It is this
mistake that makes people say constantly, “ to realize the threefold social order,
human beings must be different from what they are now.” No! Through the
threefold order, people will be educated in such a way that they will grow up to
be different from what they were previously under the economic state…Social
thinking cannot reckon with external conditions alone, it must take into account
what man is and what he may become (Steiner, 1985, pp. 82-83).

Monetary Economics
Anarchism has no other task than that of putting an
end to the battle of man against man, whatever form
it may take, so that mankind can bloom, and every
individual, within associations of the human race,
can assume a position, which he, by virtue of his
natural talent, is enabled to bring to fruition
(Laudauer, 1976, p. 9).

The economic offensive of anarchism begins neither with compassion nor love,
but with the utter disgust (der Ekel) that may be instinctively felt in the face of
tremendous misery and affliction, which are the results of tenacious adherence to and
defense of privilege. Anarchists find it inexplicable that men, as undifferentiated from
one another as eggs, are yet riven apart since birth, and cast by social lot either to breathe
the brisk air of affluence, or suffer the miasma of brutishness. Not by liquidating the
bourgeois, or uprooting the elite, can change be brought about: it is renaissance that is
wished; a rebirth of human will within the ‘greater community’ (Landauer, 1976, pp. 11,
13).
Division of labor, indeed, says Steiner, is the unmistakable sign that economics is
in essence a cooperative venture. Ours is not an animals’ economy; human beings form a
whole, in which self-interest is, at best, an incongruity. We all labor for one another, and
are helpless in our wish for autarky. The range of economic possibilities runs from the
infra-red end of the spectrum, which is the sphere of a basic animal economy of
subsistence, to the ultra-violet region of hi-tech capital, in which human inventiveness is
visibly embodied: from natural sustenance to complex mastery of nature herself, from
bestial instinct to human creation (ill or good) (Steiner, 1971, p. 20). Anyone who
wishes to sever his cord form the economic community and produce in isolation is in fact
sustaining higher costs. That is why, Steiner asserts, the tailor never cuts his own clothes.
If he were to do so abruptly and withdraw form circulation, say, half of his customary
order, the retailer, who nevertheless wishes to retain a standard of living comparable to
that enjoyed before the withdrawal, will seldom be able to recoup his usual share from
the market by raising prices steeply (when quantity offered diminishes). Therefore, on the
one hand, he shall augment price slightly, and pay the tailor less per suit, on the other.
This implies that the tailor, by cutting his own clothes, has shut himself off from the
monetary network, which affords him access to materials, resources, and, implicitly,
leisure (Steiner, 1971, pp. 40 and ff., and 187-188). Traders, retailers, consumers and
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producers –that is, the whole of the community in its economic capacity— cannot, in
short, live without one another.
And even though prices are indeed the collective outcome of all such forces
arising in the business sector of society, the prime mover of the sector as a whole is
always money. Prices are the expression of the impact of a monetary system upon the
sphere of production, retailing and consumption. For instance, in the case of labor, price
is the wage-rate; and the tendency, always discernible, on the part of employers is to put
the job candidate at a disadvantage, or, as Silvio Gesell –another leading figure of
anarchism— would say, to ‘embarrass’ him. To ‘embarrass’ the counterpart is to deprive
it of its due: in other words, the business drive of basic economic dealing tends, as a rule,
to falsify prices. The price remitted is seldom ‘just’. A just price to Steiner is a price that
1) affords sustenance to the craftsman (including household and dependents), and 2)
enables the recipient to produce another unit of the good in question for the next
productive cycle (Steiner, 1971, p. 72). And how can prices be falsified? By an artificial
curtailment of production such that the willingly created ‘scarcity’ may afford rents –
that is, proceeds above the just remuneration. Instances of this fundamental process are
numberless, and mark indeed the essential functioning of capitalist society: e.g.,
enclosure of public space and concomitant charging of rent (parking fees, rental space,
etc.); the cornering of the means of production with a view to force minimum wage upon
a hapless, helpless workforce; contain the free diffusion of ideas by chaining them with
patents, trademarks and copyrights, all forms of quasi-rent and ‘proprietary interest’ so to
speak. What is then the origin of this rent-creating appetite inhabiting the economic
realm? When and where does the falsification of prices begin? It begins with the issuance
and traditional management of medium of exchange (i.e., money). The first economic
evil identified by Steiner is the commodification of labor: the individual capacity
(physical and spiritual) of the human being ought never to be bought and sold like a
ware. But such a perverse development is indeed rooted in a far more noxious imbalance:
namely, the transformation of money into merchandise. This is the economic root of all
evil, so to speak. And all socio-economic aberrations are kindred to this aboriginal
violation.
What has indeed happened since time immemorial is that a mere sign, a symbol,
has been packaged into an economic good, and the provision thereof subjected to the
monopolistic practices customarily contrived in the marketplace. How could that
happen? How is it that traditional economics identifies money’s “value” in its ‘naturally
limited quantity’? How can the production of simple symbols, ciphers, be naturally
limited?
The clue lies in the customary tri-partition of money’s functions: a) medium of
exchange, b) unit of measurement, and 3) store of value. The material that could satisfy
historically all three requirements is in fact gold, or any other noble metal, which, by
nature, keeps. Thus this uncouth equivalence between money and gold has come to pass,
and inserted thereby in the body social a perennial seed of cancerous disturbance. For an
imperishable metal can never accompany the workings of a realm in which all involved
components are subject to death and decay. Here is the beginning, the spark of the rentgenerating process: this was clearly illustrated by Gesell, who understood, having being
himself intensely active in business for many years before turning to intellectual
speculation, that all economic endeavors begin in the banker’s office. Bankers are the
business custodians of precious metals, which they loan out to enterprising individuals in
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need of capital; since the latter (producers) cannot afford to wait (they have employees to
pay, resources to order…), whereas the former (money-lenders) can, bankers have
generally taken to charge a ‘plus’ for the extra privilege that the possession of gold
afforded them in their dealings with entrepreneurs. This ‘plus’, avers Gesell, is what we
call interest. The deduction of such interest (either in the form of a discount for cash
advances, or cumulated interest for capitalized sums) is, in truth, the first exaction of rent
in the economic sphere; it is the anchor of the whole rent-generating process. Thence, all
producers, who have been lent the precious metals (and their paper derivatives, i.e., bank
money) and charged interest therefor (the rent) will seek to foist on others (customers,
employees, and other business partners) the ‘plus’ they owe to the banks. Money-interest,
says Gesell, imposes its logic to physical capital: once the aboriginal money-rent is
levied, businesses will scramble to recoup this ‘plus’ from customers (by marking-up the
retail price accordingly). Thus is initiated the savage game of business deception played
at the expense of everybody. This is, in brief, Gesell’s theory of interest, which bears
similarity to the monetary analysis of Steiner. Though the mystic did not fully grasp the
effects and original distortion wrought by interest, he reached identical conclusions as far
as the ‘unfair advantages’ of money over other goods are concerned. Steiner in this
connection introduces (in a series of lectures delivered in 1922, which form the core of
his economic aperçus) a tri-articulated understanding of money. To begin, he
distinguishes between: 1) purchase money, that is, “the money we use to buy anything
which serves for consumption,” and 2) loan money, the surplus funds (saved) that are
channeled to entrepreneurs for investing possibilities.
The difficulty, says Steiner, arises from the fact that we tend to think of all money
in terms of purchase money, that is, ready cash whose immediate expenditure affords
instant consumption. It appears indeed that money never decays. But that is not the case.
For behind every seemingly imperishable note, there lurks a basket of wares, which
irremediably depreciate in time. Thus, money is an “unfair competitor” (Steiner, 1971, p.
153). And Gesell would add, that of all wares, gold (money) is the one universally
sought, for it defies the erosion of time. Hence, once more, the origin of money’s rentcreating ‘virtue’. Money undergoes metamorphoses: when the community has saved a
certain amount of resources, to which corresponds an equivalent sum of cash, and
entrepreneurs are entrusted with such cash, the money ceases to be ‘purchase money’ and
is gradually transformed into ‘loan money’. Orthodox economics acknowledges this
mutation, and, in fact, distinguishes between cash (purchase money) and investments
(loan money). Loan money is money that is now immobilized in some endeavor
predicated upon human ingenuity, which will eventually (if the money has been properly
‘invested’) yield goods that are qualitatively different from those fueling the enterprise
(e.g., food, brick, tools, and construction materials, which will be turned into a ‘house’).
When purchase money, says Steiner, is poured into long-term projects to become loan
money, it, in truth, starts to age. This, indeed, is a crucial metamorphosis that occurs by
economic necessity, but which, owing to the veiled practice of traditional moneyissuance, is at all times concealed behind the eternal face value of the notes, or the
nominal amount of our cash balances. As money ages, the productive cycle nears
completion, and generally, if the process has been a fruitful one, much will be left in the
form of ‘surplus’, excess produce of all kinds. A note approaching its death (say, one year
before expiration), stands little chance of remaining further involved in the investment
cycle; in all likelihood that dying bill represents by definition a good somewhat obsolete,
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which therefore will ‘drop out of the loan’ and find its way to that giant pool of livening
and outflowing streams that come under the designation of gift. This type of note is
Steiner’s third characterization of money: a pool of dying notes, which are tokens of
abundance, Steiner calls gift money. That it comes last in the exposition is by no means a
suggestion of gift money’s secondary importance, but rather the result of that particular
theory of economic life, shared by Steiner and others, which sees the emergence of the
gift from the elementary relations of production, and acknowledges it, in truth, as the
most important determinant of a community’s spiritual condition. To this we shall return
shortly.
Thus, Steiner, intimated that money, being at the first remove the immediate
reflection of economic activity, has a life span of its own: at the origin, when it is linked
to the earth (agriculture), money is purchase money: goods are produced and consumed
instantaneously, and the cycle repeats itself identically. When the goods of the earth are
subsequently conveyed toward an artisanal (i.e., industrial) venture, they abandon the
sphere of a subsistence economy, and become ‘engaged’: the money representing them
has been ‘saved’. Saving is still a form of consumption –a deferred consumption of
durables. Finally, when all this aging money, staggered by the various enterprises in
which it was engaged, flows in ever swelling rivulets to the community’s saving
accounts, much of it, as we said, is the specular expression of excess, it may be willingly
given away. Who shall receive it? Its legitimate recipients, in a pure economic sense, are
those segments of the community not directly involved in productive work: state
officialdom, and the spiritual sector. Here, again, we rediscover the three-fold
commonwealth. To recapitulate, the youth of money is the beginning of agriculture, its
maturity is industrial expansion, and its death is spiritual emancipation (growth of the
arts and sciences). When agricultural staples in the form of purchase money are ‘saved’,
with a view to entrusting the food and raw materials to a nascent entrepreneurial caste,
the notes gradually age, while the bank holdings the ‘savings’ in custody, is bound by
contract to guarantee the nominal amount of the funds deposited (zero percent interest).
Thus the bank de facto hires artisans, engineers and carpenters to fight depreciation on
behalf of the savers (this is Gesell’s characterization, to which Steiner wouldn’t have
objected). If carried out sensibly, this investment process will yield a surplus, which shall
be dissipated in the form of donations, after the loans have been repaid, the bankers and
craftsmen paid an income (not interest), and the savers taken possession of their newly
erected homes (the durable good).
Like Gesell, Steiner understood that the only way out of the debilitating
excrescence of compound interest is afforded by the communal establishment of a
perishable currency. How can money age? Both reformers were never dogmatic as to the
peculiar ways in which the means of money could be made to lose value in time; they
thought it a matter of administrative and bureaucratic detail, and thus left the door ajar
for improvements and innovations. There are a variety of possibilities for achieving this
purpose. It can be achieved with paper bills stamped with an expiration date (Steiner’s
initial suggestion, also endorsed by Gesell), or scrip that may be affixed with stamps,
which would be sold by communal offices (as a form of taxation –this was one of
Gesell’s recommendations). Such scrip could only be legitimately used in payment so
long as it bore the weekly stamps, the purpose being that of forcing its circulation and
preventing hoarding, which is notoriously the concrete device accounting for economic
paralysis. Nowadays, these proposals can be easily superseded by technically swifter
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debit cards, which could be charged a monthly depreciation fee (an average indicator of
the aggregate output’s rate of decay), that is a negative rate of interest, which is precisely
what Gesell’s theory of interest preconizes for a fluid distribution and employ of money.
Now, proceeding from the contemporary perspective, and bearing in mind the
possibilities afforded by electronic cash, it becomes clear that Steiner’s tri-articulated
metaphor of money’s life-cycle, especially the notion of purchase money (and Gesell’s
stamp scrip), can be dismissed, and the whole scheme of perishable money cast in a more
familiar arrangement. It is indeed more convenient to think that all money always ages
(there is one note per good or service, and decay gnaws at the roots of both), and that all
members of the community are entitled to two accounts: a checking account for
immediate purchases, which is then subject by law to a monthly deduction reflecting
average depreciation, and a savings account yielding a null rate of interest. Here, as
hinted previously, the responsibility to preserve the amounts originally laid in rests with
the banker: it is indeed his task to individuate a competent entrepreneur to whom he may
confide the saver’s funds. It is as if, as Gesell put it, the producers, with the cooperation
of banking, were fighting depreciation on in the consumer/saver’s stead (Gesell, 1920). In
such a model, depreciation is represented by the negative charge on the checking
account, and all savings balances are ‘loan money’, which is immediately liquidated and
poured, that is, converted, into purchase money when the saver wishes to use his savings
to purchase the durable good, which has finally become available.
In these terms, inflation occurs when balances form the savings account (i.e., loan
money) are prematurely converted into cash (i.e., purchase money): inflationary fever is
created by exercising monetary pressure upon a market that has still not received the
goods symbolized by the saved money (now unduly liquidated). Indeed, says Steiner, the
more an employer has to pay employees with cash, the less he can give, that is, the lower
the salary, because ready cash symbolizes fresh goods capable of initiating a lengthy
investment process. Thus conceived, cash appears ‘more precious’ than investment
paper, i.e., financial securities (Steiner, 1971, p. 156). Conversely, the more the same
employer is allowed to remunerate labor in money already transformed (e.g. company
stock, coupons, options, frequent flier miles, event tickets, etc.), the higher will be the
employee’s nominal wages. Money already transformed is money immobilized in
industrial construction (tangible or intangible); it is aging (loan-) money, and in some
instances it is in fact ‘moribund’ (gift-) money –in other words it represents excess goods
glutting inventories (coupons, deal packages, and ‘freebies’ of all shapes and forms).The
employer pays ‘less’, for aging money is, by definition, less ‘valuable’ (less durable) than
cash (young money). Thus, for instance, the fairly recent introduction of ESOPs
(employee share-holding plans), much extolled by the organs of conservatism for being
capitalism’s resilient response to Marxist critique (in that they have supposedly allowed
employees to become owners of the means of production)1, amount to little more than
rhetorical diversion: there appears to have been no significant change in the business
structure of decision making after the introduction of such plans. Their true motive could
never have been the conscious and pervasive engagement of the workforce in shaping the
life of the company. Rather, such innovation in payroll management conceals nothing
more than a systematic ‘watering’ of the paycheck. In principle, no economic harm
should arise in remitting a (modest) portion of a worker’s retribution in the form of a
variable stake in the concern. The agreement is waterproof, so to speak, so long as real
1

The Economist, 2003, p. 70.
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wealth stands behind the shares remitted in payment to the worker. However, common
stock of contemporary corporations is seldom backed by tangible wealth but is only a
privilege token to ‘share’ into the putative power of the company to exact rents from the
rest of the economy. Posited thus, this form of remuneration is a further form of gambling
on the ‘good luck’ of what is generally a vacillating enterprise (as attested by the recent
collapse of United Airlines, in which such a scheme has been introduced with much
fanfare). A gamble, in that capital is being further diluted by a growing and periodical
issuance of shares.
Deflation, instead, in Steinerian terms, may be construed as a deceleration of the
investment process: when purchase money is ‘frozen’ (or hoarded), no loans are
extended, and the system is thereby paralyzed: anemia. Unemployment rises, production
decreases, goods remain unsold: prices decline in a self-reinforcing recessionary spiral.
The chief impediment to the ‘thaw’, as was mentioned earlier, is indeed the price
dynamics: Gesell reiterated that a declining price level is bound to condemn the
productive apparatus to immobility as soon as it approaches, and eventually falls below, a
threshold value for which the profit margin can no longer cover basic interest.
In truth, money dies every moment; it perishes with the death of the goods it has
accompanied since birth. What brings closure to the cycle is the gift. Every economic
system of the world hinges on this final passage, and is thoroughly shaped by it. Steiner
condenses his observations in a synthetic diagram that depicts the circular nature of the
economic process and its unfolding through the successive metamorphoses of money (see
graph below; Steiner, 1971, pp. 84-95).
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The cycle comprises two circles (processes). The inner circle is a dynamic (and
historical) illustration of the elementary production cycle in a primitive industrial system.
The cycle begins from the agricultural realm – that is, from the land. When human labor
is applied to the raw materials of the earth, basic goods are being created; these goods are
exchanged with purchase money, which reflects the vicinity of the “good” –as an
elaborated expression of the soil—, i.e., to nature. Purchase money is the token that
accompanies the trading of these primitive processes of nature’s resources. The
elaboration of these goods, given their simplicity, is short; therefore, the money
representing them appears to be devoid of a time-component2; in fact, Steiner says that
Again, this is an aspect that may be safely ignored and modified in a modern re-interpretation of Steiner’s
monetary economics. Above, it is suggested that the notion of ‘purchase money’ is unnecessary in the
construction of a system in which cash balances are managed electronically and drawn upon by means of
debit cards. In such a framework all money perishes (immediate liquidity on checking accounts subject to a
2
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purchase money keeps its value at all time –it is meant to facilitate immediate
consumption. When “intelligence” (or, to use the richer and not easily translatable
German word Geist, employed by Steiner) takes hold of labor and the subsumed elements
of nature, a venture is born. The purchase money issued vis-à-vis the products of land and
labor now enters an altogether different process, which is subject to a longer period of
gestation. The money becomes capital money; it is loan money. The entrepreneur –an
individual of credit— is willing to borrow the goods of the community and organize
these in such a way that the fruit of intelligence and exertion will bring forth new
productive schemes, and the overall simplification of the living condition. Such credit
operations, when crowned by success, are bound to lead to sizable expansions of output.
To close the first circle, capital has to return to the land; part of it shall be poured back in
the soil to enrich it (i.e., as seed), and the remainder shall be ‘de-cumulated’ in the form
of a gift. That is to say, in order not to ‘petrify’ acquired wealth by means of ingenuity
into the land –whose sole result would be to immobilize capital into land and lead to an
inflation of real estate values3—, capital, after thrift has been recompensed and the loan
repaid, should be given to the arts, intellectual exertion and education. Capital requires
consumption; it requires destruction – an implosion of artistic donation.
As the industrial arts evolved, the organizing and inventive powers of the Geist
have given rise to a new cycle of economic endeavor. The bifurcation occurs at the nodal
point A. When intelligence ‘absorbs’ the joint product of land and labor, it is conceiving
“factors of production.” The industrial opportunity constitutes a cycle of its own, which,
unlike the fundamental course of production (the inner circle), runs clock-wise. The
means of production enter into the new cycle (follow the outer circle) and take the shape
of industrial capital as they are apprehended by labor. When land comes in to be treated
by means of production marshaled by laborers, the outcome is the so-called (industrial)
commodity. This outer cycle can feed upon itself and start anew from a rejuvenation and
renovation of the factors of production. Simultaneously, part of the increased industrial
capital and the attending commodities, may return to the land by branching off in another
avenue of the gift. This is shown by the nodal point B. The dosages of self-feeding and
gift are to be decided in accordance with the natural endowments and aspirations of each
community.
When the money certificate is nearing the terminus of its journey, in the guise of
either surplus food (node A) or ‘excess’ services and commodities (node B), the
economic sector channels the ‘free’ funds to the spiritual associations4, which allocate
them in keeping with the directives of its initiates and ‘Nocturnal Councils’, to employ a
Platonic imagined institution . As said, when loans are repaid, and donations remitted,
the cycle is about to complete its revolution. Thereafter the money is finally spent and,
monthly depreciation fee), and only money transferred to a savings account should be guaranteed a null
(rather than negative) rate of interest (the Gesellian clause): in other words, savings are preserved at face
value (in an economy that has now become inflation-free).
3
Indeed, when capitalist society teeters on the brink of bankruptcy and consumer credit (or broadly
speaking, private debt) has already reached a magnitude that is a multiple of GDP (as is the case today in the
USA), home equity loans –i.e., the possibility to borrow cash against the rising value of estate property,
which are fueled precisely by inflationary issues of bank money that go to soak the land in search of ‘good
returns’ (rent as the yield of capital) – are yet another palliative devised by the financial network to put off
the day of reckoning: the wholesale, and potentially catastrophic, liquidation of the economy’s watered
assets (see The Economist, 2002, August 31st, pp. pp 57-58).
4
In a modern electronic network, the bulk of donations would be made up of the annual sums cumulated
through the monthly depreciation fee that is imposed upon checking accounts.
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finding its way back to the bank-issuing source, dies. Then, new money shall be issued to
initiate the following round of production, consumption and creation. Steiner calls for a
necessary ‘rejuvenation’ of the monetary potential of the community’s economy.
Needless to say, there must be some rejuvenating process. The money must, in
fact, have a successor...Money, when it has served its purpose must be collected.
And then once more, at the beginning of the process of purchase and sale, it must
receive its original value. That is to say, it receives its new date stamp and passes
into the hands of those who are dealing once more with those products of nature
which are just beginning to pass into the sphere of labour (Steiner, 1971, pp. 159160).

It was never true that the economic problem was that of properly allocating
sources that are, by nature, scarce. This was a brash, if not wholly mendacious, fallacy
erected on inequality, which middle-class savants, themselves the issue of such economic
injustice, generally upheld lest they should be denied the perquisites of privilege. To use
Thorstein Veblen’s expression, only the “aliens of the intellectual no man’s land,” cranks
and more or less damned heretics of various denominations, have at some time or other
had the lucidity to turn this oligarchic dogma on its head, and acknowledge that the true
essence of the economic problem is indeed the exact opposite of what has hitherto been
purported by the ‘classics’: in truth, economics prompts communities to reflect upon
what to do with a surplus of resources, which, as a rule, is systematically bestowed by
nature upon all waking human hives.
Life, expression, motion, sound and words are themselves gifts –discoveries, that
is. And reality has confronted mankind since the dawn of history with the undeniable
excess that may be triggered by the applied effort of human faculty to the bounties of the
earth. The recorded testimonies of priestly service, monumental architecture, sacrifice,
and devastating wars, around the world, are the undifferentiated chronicle of the powers
of dissipation. Only through the gift is it possible to discern the true intentions, and thus
the spirit of a human anthill: it is the activities to which a particular collectivity conveys
the surplus that reveal the more or less ensconced will of the group. At times, the surplus
may be so large and turn into such an encumbrance, that its often benighted recipients
can conceive of no ways to employ it other than pure destruction, mimicking nature, as it
were, in its bloodiest manifestations of dynamism (dog eat dog, war, conquest, luxurious
extravagance, destruction, annihilation, human sacrifice). Then, abundance may be a
curse more than a blessing: exploding demographics, pearls, lore and bumper harvests in
the hands of barbarians or modern hi-tech savages may spell catastrophe for the world
community as a whole. The gift becomes the ‘accursed share’ (La part maudite) of the
sun’s unrequited radiance: thus Georges Bataille, who coined this vision in its ambivalent
treatise by the same title, accounts for Aztec sacrifice and all forms (human or material)
of wasteful expenditure in the political economy of the world (“La source et l’essence de
notre richesse sont données dans le rayonnement du soleil, qui dispense l’énergie –la
richesse— sans contrepartie. Le soleil donne sans jamais recevoir”). The gift of
heavenly life-heat engenders such tremendous growth (l’énergie en surcroît), of humans,
crops and industry, that particular collectivities, under the sway of inhumane suggestions,
have throughout history, and across the planet, thought of reciprocating the gift through
the more or less conscious and choreographed ritual of the holocaust: hence Bataille’s
advertence to the pre-Columbian bloodshed, to which one may naturally add modernity’s
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unconscious lust to de-cumulate, as exemplified by Europe’s religious wars, industrial
waste, the two world conflicts, and the Nazi and Nuclear ravages (Bataille, 1967, pp. 62,
66). Sumptuary squander is the economic counterpart to human annihilation –from the
era of the pyramids to modern bureaucracy, by way of consumerism, the annals of
mankind have become the narratives of ‘great works’ achieved for the glory of suzerains
and gods.
Steiner is naturally drawn to the humane employ of the surplus. His disquisition
on the nature of the gift accords with the comprehensive pedagogical mission he set
about to accomplish in the watershed period of the inter-war years: at the vigil of the
greatest failure of human civilization, he reminds his audience that a proper arrangement
of life’s gifts may itself pave the way for mankind’s redemption –redemption from the
barbarian dissipation of ‘accursed’ abundance. The gift ought to be a gift for the work of
peace.
It is understood that nature’s copiousness (the gift) is to the group, what the
household is to the individual: namely, the opportunity to practice the ‘good’ by means of
the earth’s resources; it is the material expression of the community’s spiritual appetites.
As such –a truth deeply felt by all economic heretics— the fashioning of the gift
represents the most significant, and most revealing economic moment of a community’s
life. The mere observation of a society’s models of conspicuous expenditure provide an
instant physiognomy of its cohesive spirit-guide (the aggregate drive of the hive at a
given point in time). A simple glance at the body economic of the West under AngloAmerican guidance, disfigured and debilitated by heavy lumps of bureaucratic fat5, its
devastated three-tier schooling system (inner city wastelands flanking the plundered
‘schools’ of suburban middle-class that trail behind millionaire academies selling the
‘keys’ to business, business-geared technology, and jurisprudential chicane); its
inordinate and unprecedented commitment of resources to the arts of warfare, electronic,
bacteriological and nuclear annihilation, and the insider recruitment and fostering of
sham ‘terrorists’ to ‘legitimize’ the extraordinary expense, whose natural complement is
the formation of ‘globalized’ slave work, the systematic leveling of artistic expression
and the disintegration of music and the figurative arts, and an ever growing concentration
of wealth6; a simple glance at all these developments vindicates the diagnostic memoir
that Veblen compiled in 1922, as he took the pulse of America and concluded that,
through exhaustion and febrile restlessness, she was being rapidly consumed by the
imbecility and persecutory distemper of dementia praecox (Veblen, 1964, pp. 423-436).
In the end, says Steiner, the fundamental calculus of economics should busy itself
with finding the proper equilibration between the productive sphere (economic realm)
and the other two systems (Laws and Geist). The balance must be struck between positive
work (agriculture, industry and services) and spiritual work (arts & sciences). The
question a society faces is how much work its productive sector is willing to contribute in
order to enjoy the fruits of scientific expression, since “a spiritual service is worth the
amount of labor which it saves the person who contributes it” (Steiner, 1971, p. 177).
The wider the fallout of agronomic and industrial applications, the larger the ‘excess
share’, the more plentiful the artistic options at society’s disposal: the community is
working on behalf of the musician, to hear him play and compose. In Steiner’s words, the
Archiati, 1998, p. 93.
See Paul Krugman (“For Richer, How the permissive capitalism of the boom destroyed American Equality,
” New Times Review, Oct 20, 2002).
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community saves labor for the musician. At work is a self-adjusting process of
distribution, which, under the sway of labor-saving inventions, releases naturally a
portion of excess and renders it available for consumption. The guiding spirit of the hive
will then earmark the surplus’s destination. Thus, the progression from positive work to
spiritual activity, shorn of arcane allusions, is unveiled in its essential simplicity:
If you like to suppose a Utopia somewhere, populated solely by newborn-children
(looked after by angels to begin with), to each of whom you have given his piece
of land [in a community of x million people, a healthy distribution perforce
corresponds to giving each individual a piece of land amounting to an x-millionth
of the entire cultivable area], then, when they are able to begin to work, you will
have produced conditions under which the natural exchange values will arise. And
if after a time prices are different, it can only mean that one has taken something
away from the other. It is this kind of thing which produces the various social
discontents (Steiner, 1971, p. 181).

Justice ultimately signifies communism—this conclusion appears inescapable;
this is a constant of Utopian thought. De facto, each individual must be guaranteed the
yield of an equal apportionment of arable land: differences in income, as mentioned
above, may be conceivable so long as this universal common denominator is assured for
every one. And when, by virtue of technical advance, only a diminishing fraction of the
workforce is actively engaged in positive work, the proposition does not change:
“however spiritual a worker may be, [he] will still need so much Saved Labor every year
–namely as much as [he] require[s] to maintain [himself] as a human being” (Steiner,
1971, p. 182). It is as if each ‘unproductive’ laborer (scientist or administrator) should
still be entitled to the (growing) yield of the rightful plot of land, which finds expression,
if all proceeds aright, in the swelling availability of additional nutrients, commodities and
services. All is rooted in the earth: from the agricultural staple, of course, the baked good
(fire + elements), the typewriter (metal and plastic), and the bus ticket (steel, fuel, food
for the driver, fabric…), to the books behind the lecturer’s lectures (ink, paper, trees,
chemicals)…
For I shall know, when I paint a picture, that for me to have painted this picture so
many workers on the land, for example, have to work for so many months or
years on wheat or oats, etc. Think of how transparent the economic process would
become. The ordinary way of putting it today would be to call it the substitution
of a Nature-currency for a gold-currency. Yes, and that is just what we need…
While I am giving my shilling quite thoughtlessly for this or that, there is always a
little demon who writes on it how much Labor actually done upon nature, it
corresponds to… In effect, all the Labor that can be done must come from the
given population, and, on the other hand, all that this Labor can unite with must
come from the given land. Everyone needs what this Labor brings about and, as
to those who can save themselves the labor on account of their spiritual services,
the others must perform it for them in addition to their own. Thus we arrive at the
actual basis of economic life (Steiner, 1971, pp. 182, 184).

To sum up, with land distributed fairly and a perishable currency, just exchange
values emerge spontaneously, and ever more refined cultivation methods free a billowing
stream of human ingenuity that may be channeled to the other spheres: so much positive
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work will amount of ‘saved labor’ and thereby support artistic and civil effort. Fewer
men on the land and in the factories, more in science and stewardship, but the duty to
remit to each his own remains. Issues of import/export are handled cooperatively by the
associative network of all commonwealths implicated. Internally, Nature and society
properly administered will regulate aggregate life by their own accord: in such a state of
natural balance the mere notion of over-population naturally lapses from the bedrock of
common thought, and no less inconceivable would be that of ‘poverty line’, or ‘frictional
unemployment’. Nature and sound economics would coherently determine the
sustainable level of inhabitants on a given zone of the earth. It is something of a puzzle
that there could ever be such a thing as demographic pressure upon societies –primitive
or otherwise—, which are (and have been) indeed marked by affluent castes, sacerdotal
authority, agricultural exports, monumental display, and powerful armies. Are not these
the unmistakable and screaming evidence of the (mostly perverted) gift? It so seems that,
beyond all official appearances and indignant assurances of the contrary, the world is still
spun by a peculiar logic that wishes to intimate, not so covertly, that a sizable chunk of
humanity is, by chance and innate endowment, unfit, unworthy and undeserving of the
gift.

Summary and Conclusion
It is herein advanced that Rudolf Steiner’s main contribution to the field of social
economics consists of two kernels: 1) the necessity of reconstructing society from the
bottom up in the form of a tri-articulated and free region-city; and 2) the suggestion that
the abolition of the profit motive ought to be replaced with associative interaction,
accompanied by the issuance of a perishable means of exchange.
Society may thus be construed as an aggregation of free independent communes,
linked to each other by associative bonds, which are woven independently by the
groupings of the three different spheres; in other words bridges are thrown from the
guilds inhabiting one sphere to their counterparts in the neighboring borough. This
process of social imbrication is repeated ad libitum, until it crosses over national
boundaries and eventually erases them completely in the unification of the human race
into one brotherly league. Such a union, which may be characterized by the greater or
less cultural influence of any one community over several others, can only be conducted
in a peaceful way –the animus of international rivalry and aggression will be naturally
given so little breathing space that in due time it’ll wither in complete atrophy.
Economic activity is not regulated by the state, but by the joint action of its
representative ‘corporations’ (in the medieval acceptation of the term); the laws delimit
the radius of economic activity according to the acknowledged universal rights of human
equality and dignity. No economic or business interference is tolerated in shaping the
drafting of such laws; no untoward influence, both governmental and economic, can be
exercised upon the sphere of the arts and sciences. Contact and exchange on the part of
government and economics with the realm of the Geist are allowed so long as they take
the form of cooperative consultation. This will develop of its own accord and initiate a
fully coordinated and oiled system of liturgy and donation from the productive sector to
the two other ‘kept’ systems.
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No profit, no business drive in the threefold commonwealth. No hereditary
dynasties, and least of all, no monetary eugenics (the propagation of moneyed interest
through ‘high-finance endogamy’). The seed of all economic imbalance is the
commodification of money. German anarchists alone have recognized this fundamental
truth and have given it a full-bodied exposition and discussion. The antidote to the
usurious malady of conventional money is straightforward: let the sign mimic the object,
let the money die. It is time that the world, scholarly and otherwise, ceases to revere the
usual self-styled ‘progressives’ of the mainstream –whose proclamations are trite at best,
or just as disguisedly conservative, at worst— and resolves to pay careful heed to this
essential intuition. Its significance is of the greatest import.
Doubtless, such a blueprint is Utopian. Given the actual state of world affairs,
only catastrophic change could make room for experimentation along the lines envisaged
by Steiner and like-minded thinkers. The present system is erected on a a-national
banking network, whose living core is indeed imperishability –that is, the eternalness of
magnetic impulses sold (at interest) in a proprietary enclave, which is jealously guarded
by a taciturn brethren of bankers. The ramifications of such a network are not easily
fathomed, all the more so as an extended subset thereof is devoted to ‘black’ dealings
(cash transactions for dope, arms, tax evasion and world prostitution). Politically, the
situation is rendered even more daunting by the fact that the banking network operates in
collusion with lobbyists and professional warriors (thus forming the mutually polluting
union of imperial-corporate interests), and such an alliance must needs be buttressed by
‘popular support’ (for the necessary provision of cannon fodder), which is obtained by
means of the opportunistic and manipulative use of patriotic truculence to achieve
political ends of remarkable magnitude. The art and sciences are for the most part
vandalized; artistic talent is now mercenarily attracted to show-biz and commercial
publicity, while the remaining bastions of traditional classic education are besieged
everywhere, and appropriately verging on the accounting zone of ‘non-renewal’.
In such a world, Steiner is a foreigner, an outcast. His ideas shall re-acquire
spiritual citizenship only after social tumult will have run its course on a global scale in
years to come. Meantime heterodoxy can do no better than prepare for the challenge of
the future by predisposing the intellectual terrain for the re-thinking of social life; to such
an end the intuitions of Steiner may provide valuable input.
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